CRZ Pricer

Why choose CRZ Pricer?
A next generation tool with modern architecture and reduced TCO
Legacy tools tend to become overly complex, and are at the same time difficult to understand, costly to
maintain, and almost impossible to upgrade.
CRZ Pricer was built from scratch in 2016 with a modern architecture that is naturally simple and efficient:


It is sound and consistent. There is for instance a unique deal representation as well as a unique market
data representation (only one table in the database in each case). This reduces maintainability issues and
ultimately TCO for the client.



It is thread-safe, which allows parallelisation of all calculations.



It is fully testable – and tested. This is key to achieve robustness.



It has a very intuitive API as there is one-to-one correspondence between a GUI action/property and an
API function/property (this also allows task scheduling of most functionalities).

A high performance tool
We believe that performance is a feature. The user experience improves dramatically if he switches from
overnight batches to real-time numbers.
At CRZ, we leveraged the auto-differentiation to four different topics: optimisation algorithms, risk
calculations, deal allocation of portfolio dependent measures and risk calculations on XVA.
Other optimisations include parallelisation of calculations and the Monte Carlo engine.

Architecture

Pricing
Wide Range of Products


50+ currencies



Interest rates : most products including options, inflation, multi/auto-callable, bonds, ND products



FX, Equities & Commodities : flow, vanilla options, variance swaps, American barriers, auto-callable



Credit: CDS, bonds, default baskets, options, tranches. Indices & bespoke portfolios

State of the art modelling


Multi-curve discounting framework: discount curves are deduced from CSA, cross-currency basis swaps,
or bond and CDS curves when relevant



Market standards for volatility (e.g. SABR) with support for negative rates, static replication for CMS,
many smile interpolations



Universal Model for exotics (see next slide)

Interoperability


Support of FIX protocol with FIX/FIXML messages



Support of FpML as well as other XML formats



Support of many flat file formats



Mifid 2 Transaction Reporting

Exotic Pricing
Universal Model For exotics
In the same Monte-Carlo simulation, one supports:


As many underlyings as required in any asset class



Assets (FX/EQ/CO) in local volatility or local stochastic volatility



Stochastic (normal) rates with multiple factors



Stochastic credit spreads with (J)CIR++ dynamics



Generic and product specific control variates

Generic Product capabilities


Callable and auto-callable structures with as many legs as required



Legs can be of different types, allowing hybrid products



Payoff script allows to price virtually any structure



Possibility to add simplified input masks for recurrent structures



Used for XVA, which can be considered as an exotic on portfolio underlying

Market Data Contribution
Real-Time contribution


Supports Bloomberg (Terminal, B-PIPE, Data Licence), Reuters and TP ICAP



Automatic Contribution with threshold



Data synchronization as well as integrity check before contribution



Manual calibration for less liquid markets (IR volatility and correlation)



Many Calibration methods from various input files (e.g., IR Volatility and Smile, Caps & Floors, FX/EQ/CO
Volatility)



Based on historical data for non observables (e.g. inflation seasonality)

SDR


Connection to DTCC and BSDR data feeds



Integration of these data: pricing, manual calibration

Interoperability


Thanks to a simple API (essentially one function that supports all types of market data), it is very easy to
adapt any existing contribution tool to make it feed CRZ database. Built-in functions make it straightforward
in Excel.

Market Data Viewers
Flexible market data screens


70+ market data screens allow to efficiently follow the market, providing full transparency



These market data screens are fully configurable and they support real-time update



Many kind of charts are available: historical data, forwards and volatility smiles, 3D surface



Relative value indicators allowing to perform a rich/cheap analysis on a full set of market data



Many statistical indicators: historical (spot/term) volatilities/correlations, PCA

Blotters


Product-specific blotters on swaptions, caps & floors, FX/EQ/CO options allow to monitor more complex
market structures

Market Scenarios


One can define stress scenarios by shifting any market data, e.g. Eur6M +50bp and EURUSD +5%



More complex scenarios are available, e.g. move SABR beta and recalibrate alpha and rho



Change of risk representation, e.g. EUROIS can be changed from outright to spread curve



All the pricer functionalities support markets defined through a scenario

Risks & P&L
Functionalities


Full sensitivities (tenor based)



Risk explained P&L, with second order P&L explanation through re-computation of the risks at EOD



Realized P&L with curve-by-curve granularity (second order cross effects are also captured)



Portfolio replication tool allowing to generate a portfolio from risks



Many other reports allow effective risk management of a trading book: fixing reports, option expiry
reports, past or future payment reports, security positions, ...



Scenario analysis and stress testing



Flexible risk representation

Highlights


All measures are computed on deal-by-deal basis



Results are displayed in a pivot table allowing interactive slicing and dicing of results (up to deal level)



Risks are calculated thanks to auto-differentiation allowing high performance: the risks of a portfolio of
10,000 swaps of 10 year average maturity will require 0.5 second to compute

XVA
Functionalities


All XVA measures (CVA, DVA, FVA, MVA, KVA) as well as exposures (EE, NEE, PFE, ...)



FVA is fully configurable as there is currently no market consensus



Full XVA risks (tenor based) are available for efficient dynamic hedging



Incremental impacts of deals can be calculated without re-computing the whole netting set



Marginal allocation up to deal level allows you to instantly view the main contributors to any measure



Wrong-way risk is supported



Exotic CSA features such as one-way, non zero thresholds, minimum transfer amounts are supported

Highlights


The Monte Carlo engine is strongly optimized. American Monte Carlo (AMC) is the most effective calculation
approach for XVA, and it is combined with vectorisation to achieve maximal performance.



Full XVA risks are obtained through pathwise auto-differentiation, so we combine the benefits of a better
accuracy (pathwise differentiation) with the spectacular performance of auto-differentiation.



Specific care has been spent on the quality of regression in AMC so that the underlying distributions are
preserved as much as possible.



Flow compression to allow fast calculations even on large netting sets



Overall, performance allows a real-time experience as opposed to reliance on overnight batches only.

Capital: Basel 2.5 & FRTB
Functionalities


Most Basel 2.5 measures (VaR, sVaR, IRC, CEM, SA-CCR, CCR-IMM, CVA-SA, CVA-IMM)



All FRTB SA measures (SBM, DRC, RRAO, SA-CVA, BA-CVA)



All FRTB IMA measures (ES, DRC), where non modellable risk factors are configurable



P&L attribution



View aggregated measure and deal-by-deal components (PV, risk weight, ...)



A capital dashboard allows the aggregation of all the capital measures

Highlights


High performance risk engine for FRTB SA



Marginal allocation up to deal level



For measures defined as a function of sensitivities, ability to perform a risk explanation



Capital optimization through risk reduction is possible. Marginal impact of risks in FRTB SA is a dedicated
view allowing this kind of optimization. Incremental impact of deals is another solution.



For historical VaR, the generation of present market data from past data preserves exactly the forwards

Initial Margin
Functionalities


SIMM for bilateral initial margin: versioning is included and underlying risks are converted in CRIF format.
CRIF results are displayed together with the aggregated SIMM measure.



Historical VaR/ES for cleared OTCs (e.g. LCH is an ES on 2500 dates)



SPAN for listed products



CCP basis spreads (such as CME vs LCH) are taken into account



An initial margin dashboard allows the aggregation of all the different measures

Highlights


High performance risk engine for SIMM



Marginal allocation up to deal level



Marginal impact of risks allowing initial margin optimisation



Linked to MVA to see the expected cost of initial margin over the lifetime of a trade



For historical VaR, the generation of present market data from past data preserves exactly the forwards

Interest rates products & modelling
Products


Swaps (outright, OIS, basis, cross-currency, non deliverable), FRAs, Bonds



Swaptions (vanilla/amortized/forward start), caps & floors, binary options



CMS, CMS Spread, Quanto swap & options



Futures: STIR/Bond/Deliverable Swap/Eris. STIR and bond future options



Inflation: bonds, ZC swap, YOY swap & options



Generic Callable notes : Bermudian swaptions, callable range accruals, callable spread options, multi /
auto-callable notes

Models


Multi-curve discounting framework: discount curves are deduced from CSA, cross-currency basis swaps, or
bond and CDS curves when relevant



Shifted SABR for volatility with support for negative rates



static replication for CMS/Quanto/In arrears



Multi factor Gaussian HJM for multi/auto-callable products

FX products & modelling
Products


FX outright (spot/forward/NDF), FX swaps, FX Futures



Vanilla options, NDOs, Future options



Variance/volatility/gamma swaps, corridors and options



American single & double barriers, No-touch/single touch, lookbacks



Generic auto-callable

Models


Numerous smile interpolations: Linear/Cubic spline, AFI, SVI, Vanna/Volga



Event weights, support of market conventions for delta, market strangle



Flexible FX forward curve: defined through XCCY basis swaps or FX points



For non deliverable currencies, Offshore/Onshore market



Exotics: local volatility and local stochastic volatility, stochastic rates supported



Vanna/Volga also available for mild exotics

Credit products & modelling
Products


CDS (single name & index), Corporate bonds, index skew, bespoke portfolio



Default swaptions



Multi-name exotics: Default basket and single tranche



Credit Linked Notes, including callable ones



Structured notes (e.g., callable on CMS spread option with corporate issuer)



Convertible bonds

Models


ISDA Model to properly model Quoted spread



Support of Quanto CDS through recovery per currency, idem for seniority, restructuring



Multi-name exotics: Base correlation smile with arbitrage free interpolation



Multi-name exotics: LHP, Binomial and Exact pricing methods



Bespoke portfolio: different index mapping strategies available



Stochastic credit spreads with (J)CIR++ dynamics



Illiquid credit issuer: efficient cross-section projection in rating/region/sector

Equity products & modelling
Products


Equity and Indices, outright(spot/forward), EQ swaps, EQ & Dividend Futures



Vanilla options, Future options



Variance/volatility/gamma swaps, corridors and options



American single & double barriers, No-touch/single touch, lookbacks



Generic auto-callable, Phoenix



Convertible bonds

Models


Affine discrete dividends, continuous dividends



Dividend taxation taken into account



Numerous smile interpolations: Linear/Cubic spline, AFI, SVI. Event weights



Exotics: local volatility and local stochastic volatility, stochastic rates supported



Convertible bonds: Equity to Credit model with local volatility

Commodity products & modelling
Products


Forwards, Futures & Swaps



Vanilla & Asian options, Swaptions, Future options



Variance/volatility/gamma swaps, corridors and options



American single & double barriers, No-touch/single touch, lookbacks



Generic auto-callable



Swings

Models


Numerous smile interpolations: Linear/Cubic spline, AFI, SVI. Event weights



Exotics: local volatility or local stochastic volatility plus stochastic rates and convenience yields with
unlimited number of factors



Swings pricing methods: Least Square Regression, Rolling Intrinsic (minorant), Perfect foresight (majorant)

Performance and Consistency
Performance


Fully multi-threaded architecture. Calculations run in parallel



Autodiff with 4 applications (calibrations, risks, marginal allocation, XVA risks)



Monte-Carlo is American and vectorized



One single call to the database to load all the market data required for a portfolio

Consistency and reliability


One-to-one correspondence between the API and the GUI



API fully testable. Test coverage close to 100%



API can be ‘instrumented’ : user defined macros, task scheduling



Automatic API code generation, like in Excel record a macro



Most of the code regarding FX, Equities and Commodities is shared



Most of the GUI is automatically generated, ensuring consistent look and feel



Many hidden admin tools ensure efficient daily or periodic maintenance



Straightforward release cycle (no branches). Same day bug fix in case of emergency

Performance Results
Category

View

Details

Tim #
e (s) Results

Risks

Risks

10,000 swaps

0.5 300,000

9.6

P&L

Realized

10,000 swaps

2.6 42,500

1.2 40 revals

XVA

PV Grid

500 deals

0.9 45

~0 1000 paths, not dbd

XVA

PV Grid

500 deals

1.8 45

~0 5000 paths, not dbd

XVA

PV Grid

500 deals

1.5 16,000

XVA

Risk Grid

250 deals

5.0 45

XVA

Risk Grid

500 deals

34.5 45

XVA

Risk Grid

10,000 deals

IM

SIMM

5000 deals

IM LCH

hVaR

1,500 swaps

Capital

SBM

10,000 deals

0.8 170,000

Capital

CEM

10,000 deals

0.7 10,000

63 180
0.6 150,000
26.4 3.75m

Results obtained with an i7-5960X processor (8 cores) and 16 Go of RAM

Size on Comment
disk(MB
)

1000 paths, dbd
~0 1000 paths, 1 factor
~0 1000 paths, 7
factors
~0

1k paths, 7 fact, flow
compression

dbd
2,500 dates

5 +0.7s for dbd
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